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Visualization research generates beautiful images and
impressive interactive systems. Such developments make
fascinating demos, but how do we know if they are
actually useful for real people doing real tasks? If the
interaction is awkward or we have not carefully considered users’ needs, even the most well intentioned and
technically developed visual display will be ineffective.
Emphasis on evaluating visualizations is growing. User
studies of perceptual phenomena related to visualization
and comparisons of visualization tools are becoming hot
topics in the visualization literature [7][13]. But along the
way, researchers are discovering that user study design is
rarely straightforward.

fewer participants than controlled experiments. In this
paper, we focus on expert reviews. Based on our experience and the experience of others, we argue that they are
a valuable way to evaluate visualization techniques.
Expert reviews [8][10] are commonly used to assess
interface usability (and other, more general ideas [2]). The
method involves only a few usability experts and does not
require bulletproof test software or strict performance
measures. Five usability experts typically find 75% of a
system’s usability problems [10]. Compare this with up to
50 participants for formal laboratory user study.
We used expert reviews for two applications. Specifically, we examined heuristic evaluation (where experts
evaluate a tool with respect to pre-defined heuristics).

When formal user studies fail
Comparing widgets for specifying lights in a scene
Formal laboratory user studies can effectively evaluate
visualizations. Recently, many such studies have appeared
(e.g., [7]). We support and encourage these experiments,
and have carried out some of our own (e.g, [14]). At the
same time, we feel they are not ideal for every situation.
Designing and running a controlled experiment
requires substantial time and resources. A clear objective,
controlled laboratory setting, and strict/limited tasks are
essential; otherwise clear conclusions cannot be drawn.
Thus, formal laboratory user studies may be inappropriate
during an exploratory phase of research when clear
objectives and variables may not be defined. Furthermore,
formal laboratory user studies often focus on perceptual or
simple cognitive tasks. High level cognitive tasks (e.g.,
thinking, deciding, and exploring ideas) are important
activities, yet performance of these tasks is difficult to
measure objectively and quantitatively.

Figure 1: Spectral volume rendering of a frog displayed under
two lighting conditions.

Possible Alternatives

We first compared two interfaces for specifying lights
in a spectral volume rendering tool. Details may be found
in [1]. With spectral volume rendering, changing the light
spectrum changes which parts are visible and how those
parts appear (e.g., see Fig. 1). We compared a traditional
interface consisting of one slider for each light to a new
interface called the light dial (see Fig. 2).

In these situations, how should we proceed? Clearly,
just asking a few friends their opinions is not sufficient,
even if they are knowledgeable. Besides their response
being biased, we may miss valuable information if we do
not structure our investigation in a meaningful way.
Alternative evaluation techniques have been used successfully in human-computer interaction (HCI), including
focus groups, field studies, and expert reviews. These
methods tend to produce qualitative results and require

Figure 2: Multiple-sliders (left) and light dial (right) interfaces.

Three usability experts (HCI graduate students) took
part. They had no prior knowledge of our project but were
familiar with heuristic evaluation. We gave them
descriptions of typical end users and tasks (exploring data,
matching target images, and returning to previous
settings). They reported advantages, disadvantages, and
problems with the interfaces, and evaluated the interfaces
with respect to several heuristics. They recorded written
comments and then discussed them with us.
We felt interface heuristics could limit results to GUI
elements (e.g., is it easy to exit the dialog box?) rather than
visualization issues (e.g., how well do the interfaces
support exploration?). Therefore, we based our heuristics
on standard GUI heuristics [10], generic visualization tasks
[11], and visualization tasks specific to our tool.
Our study uncovered many advantages / disadvantages
of the interfaces and difficulties and misconceptions
people might have. The light dial was usually faster and
was better for quickly exploring data and moving back and
forth between preset light combinations. However, it
evoked the misconception that the spatial arrangement of
lights represented their physical arrangement in the scene.
Multiple-sliders were better for understanding exact light
contributions and resetting them during an undo operation;
note that a simple undo function might be a better way of
providing this functionality.
We believe the usability experts had far more insight
than ordinary user study participants into how the
interfaces might be used and what problems might arise.
However, only two experts examined how the interfaces
would affect data analysis. These two experts specialized
in medical imaging and were familiar with data display
issues. Because of this, we believe that involving experts
familiar with both HCI and visualization is important.

evaluation procedure. This process generated much more
qualitative information about when each visualization tool
was useful, what changes might be valuable, and what
problems or misconceptions might be common. For
example, we could observe difficulties with setting transfer
functions (colour and transparency levels) and inquire
about why this task was challenging.

Figure 3: Table interface for volume exploration. The table
shows 4 colour transfer functions and 3 rotations. Current values
of other parameters (opacity transfer function, data set, renderer,
and zoom) are displayed at the top left.

Comparing volume rendering interfaces
We then used expert reviews to compare two interfaces
for volume data exploration: a table interface based on [6]
(see Fig. 3) and a parallel-coordinates style interface [12]
(see Fig. 4). We chose expert reviews because data exploration is a difficult task to assess quantitatively, and
because we were in an exploratory phase of our research.
Based on our experience with the light widget study, we
included experts with varied backgrounds: two HCI
experts with data display experience, a volume visualization expert, a graphic design expert, and one end user (a
medical imaging physicist). We expected this group to
provide a wide variety of opinions and insight. Experts
were given two sample tasks: (1) explore several data sets
and (2) search for an identifiable object (a key).
Experts recorded their opinions and ratings in writing,
like in the previous study. We also observed participants
and discussed their opinions and comments throughout the

Figure 4: Parallel coordinates style interface for volume
exploration. Each volume rendering parameter is shown on one
axis. A history bar (blue) records all rendered images, and a
favourites bar (green) holds images of interest. A polyline
connects each image in the history to the parameters used to
create it. The history bar here shows images of a head created
with three opacity transfer functions and two rotations.

Our results showed that having both interfaces available
at the same time was beneficial since they served different
purposes. The parallel coordinates interface was useful for
understanding what display options were available,

undoing operations, and manipulating display settings. The
table was useful for quickly exploring many settings and
for comparing settings side-by-side. In both interfaces, the
small images were a disadvantage; evaluators suggested
providing an option to interact with an enlarged image.
Many additional results may be found in [12].

• Developing heuristics based on visualization
guidelines as well as usability guidelines.

Our biggest challenge was recording and analyzing all
the observations. We plan to try recording the sessions on
video (to ease the burden of notetaking) and experimenting
with qualitative data analysis software tools. Nonetheless,
the feedback we obtained was highly valuable and directly
applicable to design. Furthermore, separating important
major recommendations from the far more prevalent minor
ones was fairly straightforward.

Conducting an expert review is far faster than a formal
user study, but can generate more useful feedback than
“asking a few of your friends”. Our experience, and that of
others, indicate that expert reviews are valuable, particularly early in development when requirements may not be
well established. We therefore encourage researchers to
consider using the technique. At the same time, expert
reviews should not be used exclusively, since experts may
not fully predict actions of end users. Furthermore, we
encourage more experimentation with this technique, particularly to develop a good set of visualization heuristics
and to compare it with other methods. While our initial
experience seems promising, much more experience is
needed to determine detailed strengths and weaknesses of
evaluation techniques in the field of visualization.

Other experiences with expert reviews
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Other visualization researchers have also had positive
experiences with expert reviews. Freitas et al. [3]
uncovered advantages and disadvantages of a hierarchy
visualization tool using heuristic evaluation. Gabbard et al.
[4] found expert reviews valuable for evaluating early prototypes of a battlefield visualization. Most notably,
Jackson et al. [5] evaluated flow visualization techniques
using graphic design experts. Results of the expert review
agreed with results of a formal laboratory user study, indicating that results from expert reviews are reliable.
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Challenges

When should we use expert reviews?
While expert reviews can provide quick and valuable
insight into usability problems, they should not be used
exclusively and should not replace user studies. Expert
reviews often identify different problems than tests with
end users, and may miss important issues. Furthermore,
some of the “problems” found by experts may not present
difficulties for end users [10]. Results of an expert review
will depend on experts’ qualifications, and opinions of
experts are subjective and may vary [2]. For these reasons,
we believe expert reviews should complement formal user
studies. One possibility is to have experts evaluate early
prototypes (formative evaluation), and then end users
evaluate a refined version (summative evaluation) [4].

Conclusion
With a few modifications, expert reviews can generate
valuable feedback on visualization tools. We recommend:
• Including experts with experience in data display
as well as usability, and
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Sidebar: Conducting a heuristic evaluation

Select a set of experts.
A typical process includes approximately five evaluators.
Choose usability experts with:
• strong communication skills
• experience conducting usability inspections, and
• experience with data display (not just usability)
Choosing people you know may enable you to better
assess their experience; however, they must be independent of the development team and be willing to give
honest opinions. Including end users as well as usability
experts can provide a different perspective. Establish a
good rapport with the evaluators so they will be comfortable talking with you.
Step 2: Conduct the evaluations

This sidebar describes the basic procedure for conducting a heuristic evaluation. The steps are based on well
documented HCI methods, with modifications based on
our own experience. For more details of the standard HCI
approach, see Mack and Nielsen [8] or Preece et al. [10].
Step 1: Preparation
Careful preparation leads to better results and shows the
experts that you respect their time.
Develop descriptions of a few typical users and tasks.
Providing experts with these descriptions will help them
determine how well the tool will meet users’ needs.
(Usability experts may not be familiar with your target
users.) The descriptions should be specific rather than
general; for example, “Nancy is a physics professor who
wants to illustrate the structure of an atom to her first year
physics class...” instead of “typical users are physicists
who study atomic structures...”. A visualization tool may
work well for some physicists and tasks, but may be
useless for Nancy. Although it seems counterintuitive,
focusing on specifics can produce better broad results
because you can relate the results to a theme.
Determine your objectives and choose a set of heuristics
that test how well your tool meets those objectives.
Published heuristics are a good starting point. Interface
design heuristics (e.g., [8],[10]) can be valuable, but do not
focus on visualization. Therefore, we also recommend
using visualization guidelines (e.g., [3],[9],[11]).

Have experts work independently.
Working independently allows experts to form and express
their own opinions, and allows you to observe the experts
and talk to them while they work. Asking evaluators to
think aloud or probing them with questions while they use
the software may help generate more detailed feedback.
Do not place too much emphasis on the heuristics.
Although the heuristics provide guidance, they should not
dominate the process. Since the review is informal, focus
on qualitative issues. Ask questions and encourage evaluators to discuss their opinions in detail.
Remain neutral and do not defend your visualization tool.
Asking unbiased questions will encourage honest
responses. If evaluators are critical, encourage them to
discuss the reasons for their opinion and how they might
change the tool. If maintaining a neutral position is difficult, have someone else conduct the interviews.
Take copious notes.
If notetaking is difficult and interferes with the conversation, have another person take notes. Videotaping the
session and taking notes from the video may also help, but
should not replace notetaking during the event.
Step 3: Analyze the results
Review your notes soon after the evaluations, while
memory of the event is still clear. Compare responses of
the evaluators, identifying common themes and areas of
disagreement.

